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X-ray computed tomography is useful for providing insight into the internal structure of porous materials. Extracting reliable quantitative information is difficult because the derived properties rely heavily on data resolution, i.e. very different values emerge, depending on the relationship between size of the features in the sample and the resolution of the 3D tomograms. Here we present a method for testing if resolution is sufficient for determining reliable petrophysical parameters, i.e. with low levels of uncertainty. We derived the physical properties of sandstone and carbonate rocks over a range of voxel dimensions by computationally reducing raw data resolution in our high resolution images. Lower resolution decreases the calculated surface area for all samples and increases the derived permeability for sandstone. The permeability vs change in resolution was not monotonic for carbonates. The differences in trends for the two rock types result from different pore sizes and pore size distributions.

Sandstone and carbonate rocks host a significant portion of the global hydrocarbon resources and huge quantities of groundwater. Understanding how the petrophysical properties of the rock, e.g. porosity and permeability influence fluid flow is therefore essential for predicting production of oil and water and also the migration of contaminants in soil, sediments and rocks. Permeability is usually determined by core plug testing but with recent advances in design, X-ray microtomography is now able to deliver 3D images with resolution high enough to distinguish features in even very fine grained materials such as chalk. This opens an opportunity to study how pore morphology, pore size distribution and connectivity control the microscopic properties of the rock and fluid flow through the pore system.

One factor that has a profound effect on the simulation results is image resolution. Relatively low resolution can be sufficient for rocks with large pore throats, e.g. sandstones and coarse grained carbonate rocks but in tight carbonates, particles and pores are nanometre scale. Consequently, image resolution has a considerable influence on the derived petrophysical parameters. The relationship between resolution and parameter uncertainty has been investigated for samples of chalk and that study demonstrated that increase in the resolution, caused an increase in specific surface area and decrease in porosity and permeability.

In this work, we investigated the impact of X-ray microtomography image resolution on the microscopic properties of sandstones and carbonate rocks. Using images with 0.65 µm/voxel resolution, we decreased the resolution by scaling, first in small steps to 0.8 and 1.0 µm/voxel and then in larger steps to 1.5 and 2.0 µm/voxel. This resolution is in the range that is common for high resolution X-ray microtomography imaging, used for rock samples.

X-ray microtomography data were collected for two carbonate rocks (C1: Dolomite 1 and C2: Dolomite 4) and three sandstones (S1: Sandstone BAii, S2: Sandstone BBii and S3: Sandstone Core C cleaned), at the TOMCAT beamline at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), Villigen, Switzerland. We recorded 1,501 radiographic projections while the sample was rotated through 180°. Exposure time was 250 msec per projection. The projections were corrected for detector dark current and flood field and the tomograms were reconstructed using the GridRec software with the gridrec reconstruction algorithm with a voxel size of 650 nm. Further details on the data collection and reconstruction methods can be found elsewhere.

The 0.65 µm voxel dimension greyscale X-ray tomography images were used as a starting point to emulate the effects of coarser resolution. These data were corrected for high frequency noise using in house developed denoising software to provide a clean, segmentable signal (Figure 1). We divided the scaling of the voxel sizes into two steps because simple rebinning of the data would only imitate undersampling of the available image information. We limited the bandwidth of the signal with a Gaussian low pass filter and then adjusted the sampling rate to match the initial ratio of voxel size and physical image resolution. For this, it was assumed that the voxel dimension of 0.65 µm in the available data coincided with the physical image resolution, given by the full width at half maximum of the point spread function (PSF) that we assumed to be of Gaussian form. With additive variance, the standard deviation of an appropriate Gaussian filter kernel (σ_filter) that reduces the image resolution by the desired factor, f, is then simply given by:

$$\sigma_{\text{filter}}^2 = \sigma_{\text{lowRes}}^2 - \sigma_{\text{tomo}}^2 = \text{FWHM}^2 \cdot f^2 - 1 \cdot \frac{8}{\ln 2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where σ_tomo and σ_lowRes represent the standard deviation of the PSF before and after low pass filtering and FWHM represents the full width at half maximum of the
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3D structure to isolate pores and find the pore network. We used a watershed algorithm on a distance map of the sample. For each pore, the radius of largest sphere that fit inside the pore was considered to be the pore size.

Once the data were segmented, the same volumes, i.e. 130³µm³, at resolutions of 0.65 (200³ voxels), 0.8 (161³ voxels), 1.0 (131³ voxels), 1.5 (98³ voxels) and 2.0 (65³ voxels) µm/voxel were selected. The porosity, ϕ, surface area, A, and pore dimension could be derived from the binarized images. The surface area was determined by isosurfaces, using the marching cube algorithm and porosity was assumed to be the ratio of pore voxels to the total number of voxels (i.e. the volume of the voids). To find the pore size distribution in 3D tomographic images, we used a watershed algorithm on a distance map of the 3D structure to isolate pores and find the pore network of the sample. For each pore, the radius of largest sphere to fit inside the pore was considered to be the pore size.

Incompressible, viscous and Newtonian flow equations were solved using a finite volume method. Continuity and momentum equations are:

$$\Delta p = \mu \Delta^2 v$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

and

$$\Delta \cdot v = 0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\mu$ represents viscosity of the fluid, $\rho$ represents density, $\Delta p$, the pressure gradient and $v$, velocity. The semi-implicit pressure based (SIMPLE) approach was implemented in OpenFOAM libraries for coupling of velocity and pressure. No-slip boundary conditions were applied on the walls for velocity and a pressure gradient of 1 Pa was applied on the $x$ direction. The water permeability of subvolumes was determined using the Darcy equation. Further details on the simulations can be found elsewhere.

Figure 2a shows 2D slices of S1 and C2 at three levels of resolution (examples of the 3D volumes are presented in Supplementary Material. S1, a sandstone, includes a range of pore sizes, whereas the pores of the carbonate sample, C2, are small. For the carbonate samples in general, most pore radii are $<10 \, \mu m$ (Figure 2b), whereas in the sandstone samples, pore radius is generally $>5 \, \mu m$. The average pore dimensions, C1: 2.23 µm, C2: 1.70 µm, S1: 1.83 µm, S2: 1.73 µm and S3: 5.07 µm are not so different but the volume ratio occupied by different sizes is quite different (Figure 2b).

The effect of changing image resolution on the derived parameters can be categorized into three regimes. Square 1 in Figure 2a, shows an example of the first regime where two pores that are visibly not connected at the highest resolution, appear to be connected at lower resolution and some connected pores appear unconnected. False connection was most common in volumes of high porosity and pore disconnection, in areas of lower porosity. Errors in pore connectivity of both types occurred in volumes with narrow pore throats. The second regime, for example in Square 2, is where isolated or somewhat isolated solid material disappears, making the pores appear to be smoother. The third regime, represented by Square 3, shows how narrow pores in the solid completely disappear at lower resolution. Also, as resolution decreases, pores become more regular, rectangular or square. From the pore size distributions of the samples and the observed effects of changing resolution, we can categorize the effect of resolution decrease into these three regimes.

Figure 3 schematically shows the type of effect on the derived parameters in relation to pore size for sandstone and carbonate samples. Tomograms from sandstones are mostly affected by smoothing of the main pores, i.e. Regime 2, and samples with small pores are affected most by disappearance, Regime 3, and connection or disconnection of pores, Regime 1. Figure 3 presents the relationships qualitatively and on a relative scale so resolution and pore size distribution must be considered together. For example, if we consider a sample where most of its pore volume is occupied by pores with $\sim 2 \, \mu m$ radii, we would need to know the tomography resolution to predict which part of Figure 3 would describe our sample. If we consider tomograms with 2 µm resolution, the resolution and the dominant pore size are similar so the effect of decreased resolution follows Regime 3, as described at the bottom part of Figure 3, i.e. features disappear.
FIG. 2. (a) 2D slices of sandstone (S1) and carbonate (C2) rocks at a range of resolution; in the first column are tomography data with $200^3$ voxels, the second column is treated data from the same volume with $131^3$ voxels and the last column is treated data with $65^3$ voxels. White represents pores and black, the solid. (b) Pore size distribution (PSDs) for all of the samples at 0.65 µm/voxel size, pore volume ratio is the ratio of pore volume to the total volume of the sample.

In microtomography, where optical resolution is $\sim 1 \mu m$, sandstone samples with large pores fall in the upper part of Figure 3 and carbonate rocks in the lower part because their pore size is $\sim 1 \mu m$.

Figure 4 shows porosity, surface area and permeability ratio for the carbonate and sandstone samples as a function of image resolution. As resolution decreases, the porosity determined from the carbonate samples decreases but porosity for the sandstone samples is not significantly affected. This makes sense because the pores are larger than the voxel dimension. Porosity decreases in the carbonate samples because the pores are narrow compared with the voxel size so features disappear as the voxel size increases. The porosity of Samples S1 and S2 remains constant because the increase in the porosity in large pores compensates for the decrease in the porosity in small pores. Sample S3 porosity increased slightly because it mainly includes large pores where the surfaces are generally smoothed, which is also why the surface area is slightly reduced, Figure 4a. We also found that there is higher uncertainty in segmentation error for porosity at lower resolution using numerical erosion and dilation of the data\textsuperscript{20}. Details of the segmentation error are presented in Supplementary Material. Compared with sandstone, the surface area for carbonate rocks is higher because there are many small pores\textsuperscript{21}. Surface area decreases as resolution decreases because small features disappear.

The dependence of permeability on voxel dimension is more complex because of the influence of more than one effect. The data derived from the three sandstone samples had trends that were similar. Permeability increased with voxel size because the effect of decreased resolution is smoothing of the pores so fluid flows with less resistance. The fluctuations for the carbonate samples are more profound. Disconnection of pores occurs for Sample C1 when the voxel dimension increases from 0.65 to 1.0 µm/voxel and as it increases further, reconnecting pores dominate so initially, permeability decreases, then increases (Figure 4c). Permeability change for C2 is opposite, probably because the influence of added connections and loss of connections is slightly out of balance. This is a demonstration that as the voxel dimension approaches or becomes greater than the dimension of the features, uncertainty increases. Examples of the pressure field are presented in Supplementary Material.

X-ray tomography provides insight into the physical properties of porous materials, allowing us to gain understanding about the influence of internal structure on macroscopic behavior. One criterion however, for deriving parameters with low uncertainty, is that the resolution of the 3D images must be good enough. This is particularly a challenge for natural porous materials because they are usually quite heterogeneous so there is a complex relationship between resolution and the effects

FIG. 3. The dependence of the loss of resolution on pore size distribution for sandstone and carbonate rocks.
that low resolution causes. In rare cases, where multiple images of the same sample are acquired at different scales, it is possible to determine if the obtained resolution is sufficient but most often it is only possible to image a sample at one resolution.

By computationally decreasing the amount of data in a dataset, thereby reducing the resolution, we can sequentially follow the influence of the resolution on the extracted parameters. The relationship between the properties and the resolution provides an indication of whether the initial data set has sufficient resolution to reliably predict the extracted properties. We tested the method on two different rock types, sandstones and dolomitic limestone. We found that the effect of changing the resolution produced a variety of effects that depended on the size of the features in the porous medium relative to the voxel size. Smoothing of the pores was the dominant effect for the large pores in sandstone and false connection or disconnection, as well as disappearing pores, dominated for the fine grained carbonate rocks. We can conclude that when the size of the voxels is much smaller than most of the pores, permeability increases with increasing voxel size and system behavior is predictable. However, when the voxel size is larger or on the same order as the pore size, the uncertainty introduced by loss of resolution is unpredictable.

These results can be used to provide insight into how calculated properties of porous materials would be affected by insufficient resolution. The main variable is pore size, which is linked to the rock type. As expected, voxel size on the order of 1.0 \( \mu m \) is enough for reasonable prediction of sandstone properties if clay is a minor component of the rock. This work shows that some parameters can be predicted for the carbonate rocks but lower resolution misses their narrow pores and pore throats, precluding the possibility of reliable estimates of permeability.

### I. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for the 3D volumes of samples, pressure fields and segmentation error.
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